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Open Gardens South Australia Inc: is a not for profit organisation opening private gardens to the general public  The 

purpose of Open Gardens SA is to educate and promote the enjoyment, knowledge and benefits of gardens and 
gardening in South Australia and to build strong public support for the development of gardens. 
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Pitcairn Garden has been a work in progress for the last 14 years. Whilst the architectural structure of the 

garden is much the same, plant species have altered significantly. Several trees were removed to bring more 

light into the garden thus enabling planting of further flowered varieties.  

At the front entrance, on the southern side of the garden facing the golf course, extensive rose plantings 

added to the established hybrid roses that were in place.  Along the front fence several French Delbard roses 

have been planted including the Henri Matisse and the Le Vien en Rose as well as several climbers including 

the Pierre d Rosard and the Blue Moon Rose which is beautifully scented. 

In the centre of the garden a collection of David Austin Roses is established which bring soft pink colourings 

and a delightful fragrance to the garden. Varieties such as the Scepter’d Isle, Olivia Rose Austin & the 

Heritage are planted in this area. 

Along each of the boundaries of the garden extensive hedging is grown. Hedging of Viburnum Suspensum, 

Pittosporum James Stirling and creepers of English Ivy and Ficus Pumila help to achieve privacy in the 

garden. There is also smaller hedging of English and Japanese Box planted within the garden. 

In the outdoor area to the south east of the garden is a magnificent variegated rubber tree. When 

renovating this area about 6 years ago the mantra to the builder was not to lose the rubber tree.  Although 

the tree was cut right back to ground level it luckily survived to the thriving condition it is in today, a very 

hearty and easy-care plant which is a focus in this space. 

The western boundary of the garden has four well established and very large trees providing summer shade 

to this warmer area. Trees include an Olive, Hackberry, Magnolia and a very old and majestic Pomegranate 

which fruits very well but has recently been extensively pruned. Under planted in this area are semi-shaded 

plants such as camelias, hydrangeas, clivia, daphne, helleborus and impatiens. The plants grown in this area 

all have shallow root systems as they are competing with the larger trees for water and nutrients. 

On the northern side of the garden a large pergola was erected which helped to frame the already 

established wisteria and allowed it to flourish into the size it is today.  Again, this plant was dramatically cut 

back during renovations but survived the building period. Added to the wisteria along the northern pergola 

is several plantings of Star Jasmine which are evergreen climbing plants that add an exquisite array of dainty 

fragrant blooms and privacy to the northern boundary fence.  

Some of the plantings on the northern side have been transformed to a vegetable garden melded with 

flowering plants. This area of the garden is adjacent to the kitchen and therefore is within easy picking for 

herbs such as basil, coriander, oregano, parsley, mint and chives. Smaller size plantings of tomatoes, garlic, 

cucumber, brussel sprouts, rhubarb and leeks are blended with Begonias, Stocks, Lavender, Pride of Madeira 

and larger rose bushes such as Iceberg, Cecil Brunner a Dark Pink Hybrid Tea Rose. 

Overall Pitcairn is a colourful flowering and seasonally fragrant garden which brings me a lot of joy to care 

for and hopefully nurture. I strive to have flowering and fragrant plantings all year round. 
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